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Overview 

Zeto provides a multi-vendor management solution for 
refrigeration equipment across multiple sectors globally 

Zeto’s ambition is to become the leading software management 
platform for the global refrigeration industry 

Our solutions are used by Supermarkets, Healthcare Facilities, 
Food Manufacturers, the Hospitality sector and others  

Our key value proposition encompasses automating 
compliance reports, stock loss prevention, improving the 
energy efficiency of equipment & improving preventative 
maintenance processes 



The Product 

Based on our common core platform, we provide three 
solutions for enterprises using refrigeration equipment 

Integra Platform as a Service (PaaS): This solution is for the 
various OEM’s, digital controller manufacturers and large 
maintenance companies. It allows them to white label our 
hardware and software and promote it as their own. 

Fusion: Our solution for the supermarket industry 

Integra: Our solution for sectors of the refrigeration industry 
where there is a need to manage a small number of high value 
units of equipment. E.G. Cold Rooms for Food Manufacturers  



The Product - Fusion 



The Product – Fusion (Illustrative Example) 



Fusion 

A large multinational have just completed a successful trial. The 
management team of our client are presenting the Zeto 
proposal for a nationwide rollout to their board in October. Circa 
200 stores. 

Other qualified opportunities in the Fusion pipeline include 15 
of the largest discounters and frozen food and forecourt 
retailers in Ireland, the UK and France 



Integra 

Zeto began selling Integra to customers in Q3 of 2014 
following from successful trials in Q2 & Q1 

Our customers are spread across a variety of sectors 

We have seen strong traction in this market due to the ease of 
installation of Integra, the user friendly interface and the 
channel partner commission pricing model 

Our channel partner in the UK has secured a trial with a 
funeral home operator with 1,000 locations whilst other 
channel partners in Ireland are progressing proposals to fast 
food companies, large food manufacturers and government 
bodies 



PaaS 

Our PaaS product has been designed for companies in the 
refrigeration industry that have a large established customer 
base & are looking to upsell a management solution to them 

We are progressing a partnership with a large European 
manufacture 500,000 units of refrigeration equipment each 
year 
They are currently trialing our PaaS offering following a request 
from one of their clients, an American pet food manufacturer, 
with 10,000 locations in the US.  



Zeto Key Differentiators 

First software company to specialise in providing a modern 
cloud-based multi-vendor refrigeration management solution 

Full management solution enabling dynamic engagement with 
refrigeration equipment ( changing parameters, commands ) 

Built from the outset to be a modern highly scalable cloud-
based platform managing equipment through standalone M2M 
network or LAN based gateways 

Highly intuitive user-interface accessible by users through any 
device 

Wireless M2M network enables enterprises to avoid complex 
requirement for connecting equipment to internal IT networks 



Market Size 

The total addressable market for Zeto is estimated to be worth 
€1Billion per annum. 

This is calculated by taking the Refrigeration Management 
market as being a minor percentage of the overall Commercial 
Refrigeration Equipment market which is worth in excess of €20 
Billion per annum. 

Globally, the refrigeration industry is experiencing strong 
growth both in developed markets as well as growth regions 
such as Asia Pacific & Latin America. This growth is driven by 
expanding populations and an increase in the standards of 
living. 

The value of the refrigeration industry expected to double by 
2018 



Summary 

Strong validation of our customer value proposition from our commercial & 
trial deployments 

Definite move by enterprises to add intelligent management to their 
refrigeration equipment 

Clear sales momentum building across both large retail users and Integra 
sectors 

Incredible opportunity for Zeto to become the leading global refrigeration 
management software provider 



Questions?? 

 

Thank You. 


